
EBSR Part A Sample Questions
EBSR Topics Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5

Vocabulary Knowledge “What does (identified word) mean
as it used in paragraph…?”

“What is the meaning of (identified
word) as it is used in paragraph
X?”

“Which phrase matches the
meaning of (identified word) as it
is used in paragraph X of (story)?”

“What is the meaning of the word
(identified word) as it is used in
paragraph X of (story)?”

“What is the meaning of lines X-Y
of (poem)?”

“What does the word (identified
word) mean as it is used in this
sentence?”

“What does the word (identified
word) mean as it is used in the
sentence?”

“What does the phrase (identified
phrase) mean as it is used in
paragraph X?”

Elements of Literature “What does the phrase (selected
phrase) show about (character)?”

“How do (character’s) actions lead
him to be tricked by (other
character)?”

“How do (character’s) actions lead
him to be tricked by (other
character)?”

“How does the (character) react to
the question the (other
characters) asked in paragraph
X?”

“(Character) from (story) would
agree with which statement?”

“Which statement best describes
the main character between
paragraph 4 and paragraph 10 of
the story?”

“How does the narrator’s point of
view influence how the events are
described?”

“At the beginning of the story, how
is (Character A’s) viewpoint
different from (Character B’s)
viewpoint?”

“According to the article, which
statement explains (subject’s)
relationship to her family?”

Main Ideas “What is the central message of
(story)?”

“Which sentence states the main
idea of the article?”

“Which sentence summarizes the
speaker’s thoughts in (story)?”

“Which sentence best states a
theme in the story?”

“What is the main idea of the
article?”

“How does the narrator’s apology
to the (identified character)
contribute to the theme of the
story?”

“What are two main ideas of the
article?”
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Key Details “How do the details in the story
show the idea of (identified
concept)?”

“Which is the best summary of the
story?”

“How does the author of the
article use key details to support
the main idea?”

“Which pair of sentences provides
the best summary of the story?”

“Select the best summary of the
article.”

Structure “How do the ideas in paragraph X
build on ideas from paragraph Y in
the passage?”

“Which section from (article)
introduces (concept)?”

“What is the connection between
paragraphs X and Y in this
passage?”

“How does the author mainly
organize the information in (text)?”

“What is the overall structure of
the passage from (text)?”

“How is the information in
paragraph X mainly organized?”

“In the story (title), how do
paragraphs X and Y contribute to
the overall structure of the story?”

“How do paragraphs X and Y help
provide the overall structure of the
passage?”

“How do paragraphs X, Y, and Z
contribute to the overall structure
of the story?”

Integration of Ideas “What information about (topic)
does the photograph help readers
understand?”

“How does illustration 2 add
meaning to the text?”

“Which detail in (article) does the
picture best show the reader?”

“How does the author use
evidence to support the idea that
(concept from the article)?”

“How is (concept) from (article 1)
different from (concept) from
(article 2)?”

“Which statement explains the
main difference between the
passage from (text) and the
passage from (text)?”

“How does the author support the
idea that (concept from the
article)?”

“How does the author use
evidence to support the point that
(concept from the article)?”

“Which point is the author
supporting with this statement?”

Sample Part A questions extracted from NJSLA’s Sample Tests (https://nj.mypearsonsupport.com/practice-tests/)
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EBSR Part A Sample Questions
EBSR Topics Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8

Vocabulary Knowledge “What does the word (identified
word) mean as it is used in the
sentence?”

“As used in paragraph X, what
does the word (identified word)
suggest about the (setting)?”

“According to the article, what is
(identified phrase)?”

“What is the meaning of
(identified word) as it is used in
paragraph 16 of (the story)?”

“In paragraph 2 of (article), what
tone does the phrase (identified
phrase) convey?”

“The word (identified word) is
used in both (article A) and
(article B). Based on the
information in these articles, what
does (identified word) mean?”

“What is the meaning of the word
(identified word) as it is used in
paragraph X of the passage from
(story)?”

“How do the phrases (identified
phrases) in paragraph X
contribute to the tone of the
passage?”

“The word (identified word) is
used several times in the
passage. What is the meaning of
(identified word) as used in the
passage?”

Elements of Literature “How does the sentence help
develop the plot of the passage?”

“In the passage from (story), how
does the narrator’s attitude
toward (other character)
gradually change?”

“How is the concept of (article
concept) introduced in the
passage?”

“In (story) how does the noise
affect (character)?”

“In the (story), how do the
(characters) most impact the
resolution of the plot?”

“Based on the passage, what is
the main reason the author
includes (character) as a
character in the story?”

“What attitude does the narrator
of (story) reveal when she uses
the book as a coaster in
paragraph X?”
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Main Ideas “What is the author’s primary
purpose for writing (article)?”

“What is the author’s main
purpose in (article)?”

“Which statement best states a
theme in the passage?”

“What is the central idea of
(story)?”

“Which sentence from (article)
includes two central ideas from
the interview?”

“Which sentence best states the
central idea of paragraphs X and
Y in (article)?”

“Why does the author explain
(identified topic) in detail?

“What is one central idea that is
developed in the passage?”

Key Details “How is the concept of (identified
concept) introduced in the
passage?”

“What affect did the owners of a
Minnesota company have on the
rescue?”

“What made (person identified in
the article) uniquely qualified to
join Operation Breakthrough?”

“Which statement provides an
objective summary of the
passage?”

“Paragraph X contains an
allusion to (identified allusion).
What is the author implying by
the allusion to (identified allusion)
in paragraph X?”

Structure “How does paragraph 4
contribute to the author’s
explanation of (identified
concept)?”

“How does the quotation
contribute to the development of
ideas in the video?”

“Which option describes the main
purpose of paragraph 8 in the
passage?”

“How does paragraph 2
contribute to the structure of the
interview?”

“Why does the author most likely
place the information in
paragraphs 1-2 at the beginning
of (text)?”

“How does the author primarily
structure (text)?”

“How does paragraph X
contribute to the topic of the
passage?”

“The passage from (story A)
begins with…The passage from
(story B) ends with…How do
these paragraphs contribute to
an understanding of both
narrators?”

“The video includes four clips
from the experimental trials. How
do these clips contribute to the
viewer’s understanding of the
topic?”
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Integration of Ideas “Which information from the
article does the author intend to
support by including the
photograph?”

(no released samples) “In both passages, what causes
the conflict between the narrator
and her parent?”

“How does the photograph help
readers understand technical
information presented in the
article?”

“How does the chart build on the
information provided in the
passage?”

Sample Part A questions extracted from NJSLA’s Sample Tests (https://nj.mypearsonsupport.com/practice-tests/)
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EBSR Part A Sample Questions
EBSR Topics Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11

Vocabulary Knowledge “In paragraph X, what does the
phrase (identified phrase) suggest
about (character)?”

“What does the term (identified
phrase) mean as it is used in
paragraph X?

“Which word is a synonym for
(identified word) as it is used in
paragraph X of (text)?”

“What is the meaning of (identified
word) as it is used in paragraph
X?”

“What does the phrase (identified
phrase) imply?”

“In paragraph X, what does the
phrase (identified phrase) suggest
about (character)?”

“What is the meaning of the
(identified word) as it is used in
paragraph X?”

Elements of Literature “What statement describes
(character) interaction with the
townspeople in paragraphs x and
x of the story?”

“How does the author’s
development of the brother’s
relationship help to create tension
in the story?”

“Which phrase describes the
attitude of (character) toward
(other character)?”

“What purpose does the setting of
(identified setting) play in the
passage as a whole?”

“In paragraph X, the narrator
describes (selected description).
What does this description reveal
about the narrator’s state of mind
at the time?”

Main Ideas “Which idea introduced in the first
two paragraphs is developed
throughout the article?”

“Which is a theme reflected in
both the passage from (story A)
and the passage from (story B)?”

“Which sentence provides an
accurate summary of (the topic) in
this letter?”

“How are the details about
(identified character) in (story)
important to the development of a
central theme in the passage?”

“Which option best captures a
central theme of the passage?”

“What is the primary purpose of
the passage?”

“Which statement sums up the
main hypothesis in the first
section of the blog post?”

“What set of conclusions does the
author discuss in paragraphs X
and Y?”
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Key Details “According to the author of this
article, what resulted from the
meeting of the First Continental
Congress?”

(no released samples) “How is the discussion of
(character) in paragraphs X and Y
important to the passage as a
whole?”

Structure “What is the purpose of the
author’s text structure?”

In paragraph X, how does
(speaker) structure the opening of
his speech to advance his
argument?

“Throughout the passage, the
author builds suspense.  Which
structural choice contributes most
directly to the suspense?”

“How does the reference to
(related topic) help to advance the
argument of the majority opinion
as a whole?”

“Why does the author include
these sentences in the blog post?”

(Speaker) begins the majority of
the paragraphs in the (text) with
the words (words in text).  Why is
this structure effective in helper
(speaker) make his argument?

Integration of Ideas “Which is a theme reflected in
both the passage from “(story)”
and the passage from “(other
story)?”

“How does (speaker) develop his
claim in paragraph X that (claim
from text)?”

“How does (speaker) develop his
claim that (claim from text)?”

“What is similar about the
journeys taken by the main
character from (story) and the
main character from (other
story)?”

“Which statement expresses a
general principle that serves as a
foundational basis for the
argument (speaker) sets for in
(speech)?”

“The narrator of the video claims
that (claim from text). Which
quotation from (other text) best
illustrates this view?

Sample Part A questions extracted from NJSLA’s Sample Tests (https://nj.mypearsonsupport.com/practice-tests/)
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